
we’re the company that 
brings you chris...

and chris brings you the Patient 
specific disposable slide sheet.
The silicone coated spun bond non-woven polypropylene creates a 
low friction slide sheet. This patient specific disposable slide sheet is 
economical and easy to use. 
The disposable slide can be used either singularly or in pairs to  
reposition a patient in bed or to move a patient from one surface
to another. 
The disposable slide comes in a case of 100. Simply open the top of the 
box where indicated and it becomes the dispenser. One sheet can be 
removed at a time as needed.

ESD 6000 Standard (78.7 “ x 29.5”)
ESD 6100 Wide (78.7” x 39.4”)

Instructions:
To use in pairs, place one slide on top of the other 
with the printing on the outside. Using an approved 
handling technique, roll the patient and insert the 
slides underneath the patient. Using the top sheet,    
reposition the patient by sliding in the desired           
direction. The slide can be removed by folding the 
corner of each sheet back on itself and sliding one 
layer against the other until free of the patient, or roll 
the patient to remove the slide.
When using one slide sheet, fold the slide in half to 
form a loop with the printed side out. Roll the patient 
and insert in the desire position. To reposition the 
patient, grab the top layer of the slide and slide the  
patient in the desired position. To remove the slide 
take hold of the bottom layer and pull the slide from 
beneath the patient, sliding one layer against the 
other, or roll the patient to remove the slide.
Dispose the slide in accordance with the facility’s 
policy when soiled or no longer required by the       
patient. DO NOT LAUNDER.
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The S.U.P.A. Slide ®  
 is distributed by ErgoSafe Products, LLC.
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